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GURUDAS COLLEGE
(GOVT. SPONSORED)
Narikeldanga, Kolkata 700054
Tel No. 23536653/23703841
Ref. No. GSC/2017-18/ZOOA/MICROSCOPE1

Dated: 28/02/2018

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION
ITEM
Binocular Compound Microscope
Specification of Instrument
Stand: Sturdy stand with anti -rust materials. Extended base with hand rests for
enhanced stability and comfort.
Viewing Bodies: Binocular tube, 45° inclined, 360° rotatable, Inter-pupillary
distance 54 - 74mm
Eyepiece: Wide field focusable paired eyepiece WF10x/18mm with foldable
eye guard, lockable, antifungal coating
Nosepiece: Quadruple Nosepiece (Ball bearing type) with rubber grip
Objectives: LP series DIN Semi-Plan Achromatic objectives 4x, 10x,
40x (spring loaded), 100x (spring loaded, oil), antifungal
Mechanical stag: Mechanical stage with Co-axial drive, highly smooth on Ball
slides, stainless steel holders for slide 75 x 50mm movement.
Condenser: Sub stage Abbe condenser NA 1.25 with aspheric lens. Iris diaphragm
with snap-in blue filter. Rack and pinion movements on metal guides
Focusing: Co-axial coarse and fine focusing on ball drive system for smooth
movement.
Illumination : LED LAMP Illumination
Electrical: Input 220V-240V AC-with removable imported cord.
Packing: Packed in Styroform box, with operational manual, dust cover, cleaning
cloth, power cord, spare bulb and spare fuses.

QUANTITY
02

Quotations (typed/printed)in seald cover are invited by the undersigned on behalf of Gurudas
College, from well established experienced and reputed suppliers in their own printed
letterhead on or before 09/03/2018 upto 2:00 p.m for the above item. Bidders should write
the name of the product on the top of the envelop. Tenders will be opened on 09/03/2018
upto 03:00 p.m. Willing bidders are requested to be present during opening the tenders.

Terms and Conditions :
a) All purchases will be made as per Government Rules and Regulations.
b) The agency should be registered for GST and copy of certificate to be submitted along with bid
and copy of the PAN card.
c) The rate quoted by the bidders should be inclusive of carriage and all taxes, otherwise
quotation will not be considered. The rate should be both in figure and words.
d) The goods supplied should be in exactitude of the specifications mentioned in the tender
notice. Any deviation/ departure/ difference with the specifications mentioned will not be
accepted and the payment will not be made.
e) Acceptance of lowest quotation is not obligatory. The authority reserves the right to accept or
to reject any or all quotations without assigning any reasons thereto.
f) Before submitting quotations , the intending bidders are requested to inspect the site. No
extra changes will be entertained after accepting the quotation. No conditional quotation will
be entertained.
g) The bidder who does not fulfill any of all of the above noted conditions and submits
incomplete quotation the same will be summarily rejected. This quotation notice will form a
part of the agreement.
h) No quotation paper will be accepted by post.
Sd/Principal

